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Title:   SIZE OF STARS

Outcomes:  EARTH & BEYOND L3

   Understands changes and patterns in different environments and   

   space, and relates them to resource use.

Duration:  80 min

Background material
The fi rst individual to seriously attempt to accurately quantify the size of the Sun was the Greek 
mathematician, Aristarchus of Samos (310 BC – 230 BC). Aristarchus’ method relied on the 
fact that when the Moon is at fi rst quarter, it forms a right angle triangle with the Sun and Earth 
(at the other vertices of the triangle). By observing one of the angles (Sun-Moon) and using 
Euclidian geometry, he reasoned the Sun was 19 times farther away than the Moon is to the 
Earth, and so the Sun is 19 times larger than the Moon. Unfortunately, the Sun is about 400 
times the distance and size of the Moon. Aristarchus simply didn’t have the technology to make 
suffi ciently accurate observations.

Although modern astrophysics formulae based on stellar models have provided some order of 
magnitude of stellar diameters, it is modern technology, ranging from rapid light detection of the 
Moon passing in front of bright stars, optical interferometry and even an Earth orbiting satellite, 
Hipparcos, that is enabling us to set accurate values to stellar diameters.  
Even so, only a relative few large, nearby stars have revealed their size.

GLOSSARY

  Astronomical unit (AU): - The average distance between the Earth and Sun  

       (= 150 million km)

  Interferometry  - a technique for determining accurate spatial   

        resolution using principally radio or light waves   

           from stars.

  Stellar   - related to stars

Resources required:

  Teacher:  OPTIONAL

     one candle or

     12V small globe + power pack + two electrical leads

     2 x sheets of cardboard, one with small hole (~ 1mm)

  Students:  1 x metre rule
  (3 per group)  2 x sheets of cardboard (60 cm x 60 cm)
     2 x retort stands + boss head clamps
     Sheet I
     Sheet II

     OPTIONAL
     paper-maché glue (prepared by lab technician)
     Possible recipe:
      One part plain fl our
      Two parts water
      Few tablespoons of salt
      Mix well to get a glue consistency
      Ensure lumps eliminated.
     Newspaper
     rubber balloon
     string/twine
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Lesson guide:   
  PART A – Size of the Sun – our nearest star 40 min

a) OPTIONAL - This teacher demonstration can be skipped if you see fi t.
i) Darken lab.
ii) Perform candle demonstration – see Sheet I for details.
iii) The point of this exercise is to demonstrate that by varying the   
  distance between sheets, the image size of a light source will   
  vary even though the physical size of the light source remains   
  constant.

b) Introduce activity to measure the diameter of the Sun.
Distribute Sheet I to student groups and outline procedure and   
equipment.

c) Students perform activity.
d) Students complete calculations on Sheet II and report back Sun’s diameter.
e) Collect the average ratio of the diameter of the Sun’s image to the distance
 between the cardboard sheets from all groups and calculate class average
 of this ratio after disregarding outliners (if any).
f) Refer to Sheet II diagram establishing geometric relationship between
 distances and lengths. Discuss this with students.
g) Students to work in same groups to calculate diameter of Sun.
h) Compare (% difference) with scientifi cally accepted value.
i) Convert scientifi cally accepted value in terms of Earth diameters to obtain a
 more meaningful answer.

  PART B – Size of Stars 40 min
   OPTIONAL

  This lesson
a) Students will make paper-maché scale models of various stars.
 Distribute Sheet III to students and outline procedure & materials required.
b) Refer to Sheet II for scale model star circumferences & assign one star and 
 its circumference to each group.
c) The paper-maché model will require 24 hours to dry, so the following steps
 can be visited by students the next day.

Next lesson:
d) Invite one student from each group to bring their model star to   
 the front of the class – placing a star name card besides each one.
e) Discuss range of star sizes and reveal the size of the Sun at this scale by
 placing a 1cm diameter sphere (large ball bearing?) next to the models!

ESSENTIAL
a) Have students guess the size of the largest and smallest stars compared
 to the sun.
b) Distribute images on Sheet IV – ‘Comparing stars to the Sun’
c) Emphasise the point that most stars are much smaller than the Sun.

Related links: Hipparcos satellite

 http://www.rssd.esa.int/Hipparcos/

Extension ideas:

  Research the major research methods employed to determine star diameters.
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RESOURCE SHEETS
I. TEACHER DEMONSTRATION - OPTIONAL

Perform the following in a darkened lab.

This demonstration serves to illustrate that:

1. a real image of a light source can observed using a pinhole set-up

2. varying the distance between sheets varies the image size but the physical size of the  

 light source remains fi xed

3. there must be a relationship between the image size & the  distance between sheets, to  

 the size of the light source.

If you wish to establish the relationship at this stage with your students it is:

             image size   = physical size of light source
  _____________________   _______________________________

   distance between sheets  distance between light source and 

   cardboard sheet with hole
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II. TEACHER INFORMATION – SIZE OF VARIOUS STARS

Here are the sizes of ten stars you (can assign one star to each group of three students)

You may give the name and circumference, but do NOT reveal the size relative to the

Sun at this stage. The circumference is provided rather than the diameter, as this will improve 

accuracy when constructing the paper-maché model of the star.

These are not the largest of stars (see next table) but they are larger than the Sun.

Most stars are ‘red dwarfs’ and are much smaller than the Sun.

By directing students to focus on this range of star diameters, the more surprising will 

be the revelation of much smaller and much larger stars than the Sun.

NOTE:  The circumference values are appropriate if the Sun is scaled with a diameter 

of 10 mm.

Star name Relative diameter 
       (Sun = 1) 

Recommended
Circumference
      (mm) 

22 690 

22 690 

19 597 

15 470 

13 408 

10.5 330 

8 250 

35 

27 850 

7.7 242 

Arcturus

Alpha Casseopeia 

Beta Centaurus 

Canopus

Beta Lyrae 

Alpha Arietis 

Capella

Delta Boötis 

Pollux

Achernar

1100
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II. TEACHER INFORMATION – SIZE OF VARIOUS STARS (Contd.)
The exact order of this list is not complete yet, nor is it completely well defi ned.

See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_largest_stars 

  LARGEST 24 STARS BY DIAMETER 
               NAME DIAMETER

   (Sun = 1) 
               NAME                        DIAMETER 

      (Sun = 1) 

VV Cephei 1900 Rho Cassiopeiae 

V354 Cephei 1520 (Omicron Ceti)  700 

KW Sagitarii 1460 Betelgeuse (Alpha
Orionis)

650

KY Cygni 1420 S Pegasi 

Mu Cephei (Herschel's
"Garnet Star")

1420 T Cepheii 

La Superba (Y Canum 
Venaticorum)

1100 S Orionis   

S Doradus 1000 W Hydrae  

V509 Cassiopeiae 910 Y1 Aurigae  

R Leonis 900  (Alpha Scorpii)  510 

R Doradus 830 119 Tauri 

V838 Monocerotis 800 R Cassiopeiae  

V382 Carinae 747 Delta Canis Majoris 
(Wezen)

482

Antares

738 

580 

540 

530

520

511

510 

500

Mira A 
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III. HOW BIG IS THE SUN?

Materials required

1. One Sun

2. Two square sheets (approximately 60 cm x 60 cm) of stiff cardboard with at least one  

 sheet having a smooth white surface.

3. One metre rule

4. Two retort stands and boss head clamps to support lower cardboard sheet.

Diagram

Procedure
1. Set up the apparatus as shown in the diagram – Note the pinhole needs to small enough 

to give a sharp image of the Sun but not too small else the Sun’s image will be too faint.

You may need to use retort stands to hold the screens steady.
 

2. Adjust the two screens so that they are about 70 cm apart.
 

3. Carefully measure the diameter of the Sun’s image.
 

4. Do the same but for different screen-pinhole distances – enter the values in the table 

 provided, and complete the last column.
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Observations

Results and Analysis
Consider a side view (not to scale) of the experimental set-up below.

Angle A = angle B which means the following must be true:

          Diameter of Sun    =       Diameter of Sun’s image
  ______________________   _______________________________  

Distance between Sun & Earth    = Distance between cardboard sheets

   column 3 in table

Distance between screens
(cm)

Diameter of Sun’s image 
(cm)

(column 2 value)
(column 1 value) 

Group average 

Class average 
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Use the class average for the diameter of the Sun’s image and the fact that the average distance 

between the Sun and Earth is 149 000 000 kilometres.

i.e.          Diameter of Sun  = Class average of column 3 in table
  _______________

 Distance between Sun & Earth

i.e.          Diameter of Sun  = __________
 _______________

             149 000 000

i.e.  Diameter of Sun  = _________   x   149 000 000 km

i.e.  Diameter of Sun  = __________________________

Conclusions
a) State the diameter of the Sun calculated using the class data: _____________________

The scientifi cally accepted value for the diameter of the Sun is 1 392 000 km.

This is so large that it can be diffi cult to comprehend.

One way of imagining this is to compare how many Earths placed side-by-side will equal this 

distance. Complete this calculation to fi nd the answer:

Number of Earths equal to diameter of Sun = diameter of Sun
  _______________
       diameter of Earth

      = 1 392 000
 __________

          12 756

      = ___________

b) How accurate is this result?

Scientists put a value to this statement calculated using the formula below.

Complete the calculation.

percentage accuracy =  difference between accepted and measured values  x 100
  ______________________________________________   
                                                                                  accepted value

i.e. % accuracy = (accepted value – measured value)  x 100
  ____________________________________  

          accepted value

i.e. % accuracy = (1 392 000 - ___________________________)  x  100

               1 392 000

i.e. % accuracy = ________________ %
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III. HOW BIG ARE STARS?

Materials Required
1. A 500 mL glass beaker.

2. pre-made glue

3. newspaper

4. shredded newspaper

5. a rubber balloon

Procedure
1. Measure out a length of string/twine equal to the circumference assigned to your group  

by your teacher.

2. Infl ate a rubber balloon so that its circumference equals the length of the string.

3. After tying a knot to seal the balloon, prepare your work area by placing a several layers  

of newspaper on your desk.

4. Take a piece of shredded newspaper (or shred your own) and dip it into the glue  

mixture and run it through your fi ngers to squeeze off excess paste.

5. Stick the newspaper strip over the balloon, continuing this process until the entire  

balloon’s surface is covered by at least one layer of paper strips.

6. Clean up your work area – dispose of glue mixture as directed by your teacher.

7. Allow 24 hours for the glue to dry, repeat the process second time if more rigidity 

is required.

8. When the paper sphere can support itself, defl ate the balloon.
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III. COMPARING STARS TO THE SUN

Jupiter is about 1 pixel in size

Earth is invisible at this scale

Arcturus

Jupiter is invisible at this scale
Sirius Pollux

Betelgeuse

Rigel Aldebaran

Antares

Arcturus

Pollux
SiriusSun

Sun (1 pixel)
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III. COMPARING STARS TO THE SUN (Contd.)
 
THE FIRST IMAGE OF THE SURFACE OF A STAR OTHER THAN THE SUN
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Title:   DISTANCES TO STARS & BEYOND

Outcomes:  EARTH & BEYOND L5

   Understands models and concepts that explain earth and space   

   systems and that resource use is related to the geological and   

   environmental history of the earth and universe.

Duration:  80 min

Background material

The fi rst individual to seriously attempt to accurately quantify the size of the Sun was the Greek 

mathematician, Aristarchus of Samos (310 BC – 230 BC). Aristarchus’ method relied on the 

fact that when the Moon is at fi rst quarter, it forms a right angle triangle with the Sun and Earth 

(at the other vertices of the triangle). By observing one of the angles (Sun-Moon) and using 

Euclidian geometry, he reasoned the Sun was 19 times farther away than the Moon is to the 

Earth. Unfortunately, the Sun is about 400 times farther away than the Moon.  

Aristarchus simply didn’t have the technology to make suffi ciently accurate observations.

It was not until the 1800s that astronomers were able to revisit the issue of stellar distances this 

time using the parallax method. With this, Fredrich Bessel was able to calculate the distance to 

the fi rst star (after the Sun), 61 Cygni. His estimate was about 85% accurate but the method was 

limited by the fact that stars exhibit tiny parallax angles because of their great distances - even 

the nearest ones!  Although modern astrophysics formulae based on stellar models have come 

to the rescue, recently direct observations using high precision optical technology with both 

ground-based observatories and orbiting satellites (e,g, Hipparcos) are generating great interest 

and results, with the prospect of knowing the distances of many more stars more accurately 

than ever before.

In this lesson, students will apply the parallax method to determine the distance of a nearby 

object, and gain a sense of the vast distances between stars and the enormous size of 

our universe.

GLOSSARY
  Arc second  - an angle being 1/3600 of a degree 

       (360 degrees = one rotation)

  Astronomical unit (AU): - the average distance between the Earth and Sun 

       (= 150 million km)

  Light year  - distance travelled by light in a vacuum during one  

         Earth year (= 9.46 x 1015 m = 63 240 AU)

  Parallax  - apparent change in the position of an object due  

         to a change in an observer’s point of view.

  Parsec   - distance to an object having a parallax angle of   

         one arc second ( = 3.26 light years)
Resources required:

  Teacher:  Internet access + projection of images on
     large screen. 
     Sheets I (lab technician to use for construction 
     of fi eld protractor) 
     Sheet II as a transparency   

  Students:  1 x tape measure or 1 x metre rule
  (3 per group)  1 x fi eld protractor & string (~ 40 cm)
     Sheets III, IV & V
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Lesson guide:   
 PART A – Measuring distances to nearby objects 40 min
 a) Ask students to close one eye and place their index fi nger at arms 

  length in front of their eyes, lined up with a ‘distant’ object in the classroom.

  Students should now alternate opening and closing their eyes.

  Ask what they notice.

 b) This simple demonstration of parallax illustrates a means of determining   

  the proximity of objects – nearby objects show a relatively large movement and

   far objects show relatively little movement, as eyes are blinked. Inform 

  students this is one of the fi rst methods used by astronomers to determine the 

  distance to the stars.

 c) State that they are to validate this approach.

  Distribute Sheet II (“How far is that object?”) to student groups and outline 

  procedure and equipment.

 d) Students perform activity.

 e) Students complete calculations (scale or trigonometric) on Sheet II.

 PART B – Determining the distances to the stars & beyond   40 min
 a) Distribute Sheet III and outline the parallax method employed by    

  astronomers to determine distances to nearby stars.

  Display this applet to the class:

 http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/sites/0072482621/student_view0/interactives.html#    

  and select Stellar Parallax Interactive

 OR http://sci2.esa.int/interactive/media/fl ashes/2_1_1.htm

  for a dynamic illustration of parallax.

 b) Introduce concepts of astronomical unit, arc second, light year and parsec.

  OPTIONAL
  i) Outline formula to calculate distance to stars and provide an   
   example (see Sheet III).
  ii) Students to attempt calculation for Acrux..
 c) Display table of distances for some common stars (Sheet II) & discuss

  max range of this method (Hipparcos satellite measures to 0.001 arc

  seconds)

  Useful applet: (3D interactive of closest stars to Sun):    

  http://www.solstation.com/100ly-bs.htm .
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 d) Access internet to travel further into the galaxy and then the greater part of   

  the observable universe at:

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.ideaxchg.com/images/powell-12-

5.gif&imgrefurl=http://www.ideaxchg.com/astronomy.htm&h=225&w=300&sz=11&hl=en&sta

rt=11&tbnid=JdMSp4ClCPm8KM:&tbnh=83&tbnw=111&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dnearest%2

Bstars%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D%26rls%3DRNWE,RNWE:2006-16,RNWE:

en%26sa%3DN 

 e) Complete lesson by distributing to students Sheet V (‘cosmic distances’).

  You may wish to fi nish with an interactive applet that provides journey   

  time to objects based on input speed 

  http://janus.astro.umd.edu/astro/distance/ 

Related links: Hipparcos satellite http://www.rssd.esa.int/Hipparcos/

  Article: Hubble telescope used to measure distance to Seven Sisters (Pleiades) 

  http://spacefl ightnow.com/news/n0406/06hubble/ 

Extension ideas: Try and determine the distance of a distant object in your suburb 

  Research the current scientifi c methods employed to determine star diameters.
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RESOURCE SHEETS
I. FIELD PROTRACTOR – COPY & PASTE ONTO 
 STURDY CARDBOARD

Have a string inserted into the hole and ensure the protractor is held horizontally with one side 

aimed along the baseline.  The other end of the taunt string should be aimed at the object.  Hold 

this end of the string at the edge of the protractor and record the angle.
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II. DISTANCES TO STARS

 DISTANCE TO THE NEAREST
                     13 STARS 

    DISTANCE TO SOME WELL
                KNOWN STARS 

    Star Name   Parallax 
(arc seconds)

   Distance
(light years)

    Star Name  Parallax 
(arc seconds)

   Distance 
 (light years) 

Proxima Centauri 0.772 4.22 Procyon 0.286 11.4
Alpha Centauri A 0.742 4.36 Vega 0.129 25

Barnard's Star 0.549 5.96 Arcturus 0.089 37 
Wolf 359 

(CN Leonis) 0.418 7.78 Aldebaran 0.050 65 
Lalande 21185 0.392 8.29 Regulus 0.042 77 

Sirius A 
(Alpha Canis Majoris) 0.379 8.58 Achernar 0.023 144

L 726-8 A 0.381 8.72 Spica 0.012 260 
Ross 154 

(V1216 Sagittarii) 0.336 9.68 Canopus 0.010 310
Epsilon Eridani 0.311 10.52  Acrux 0.0107 320
Lacaille 9352 0.304 10.73 Betelgeuse 0.0076 430

Ross 128 
(FI Virginis) 0.300 10.91 Antares 0.0054 604

L 789-6 
(EZ Aquarii) 0.294 11.26 Rigel 0.0042 777
61 Cygni A 0.287 11.40 Deneb 0.001 3260

Gacrux = 88 ly 

Acrux = 321 ly 

Delta Crucis = 364 ly
Beta Crucis = 353 ly 

Epsilon Crucis = 228 ly 

Distances of stars in the Southern Cross 
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III. HOW FAR IS THAT OBJECT?

Materials required
1. One tree, pole or a similar object

2. One fi eld protractor with string (~ 40 cm)

3. Tape measure or metre rule.

Diagram

Procedure
1.     Select an oval or lawn area within the school that has at least one ‘distant’ object such as 

a tree, light pole or goal post.

2.     Select a baseline such that when the object is sighted from each end, it appears at one 

end to be to the left and to the other end, to the right to the observer.

3.    Measure the length of the baseline using a measuring tape.

4.    Set up the angle-measuring device at one end of the baseline.

5.     With the protractor base pointing along the baseline (perhaps have someone stand at 

the end of the baseline), measure by sight, the angle between the baseline and the object 

(angle A).

6.     Go to the other end of the baseline and repeat step 5 (angle B).

7.     Using the measuring tape, measure the perpendicular distance from the object to the 

baseline.

Observations

1. Baseline  = ___________

2. Angle A   = ___________

3. Angle B   = ___________

4. Distance to object = ___________
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Results and Analysis

Calculate the distance to the object either by:

a) scale diagram

b) trigonometry

a) Scale Diagram Technique

 Take a sheet of paper and draw the baseline parallel to the bottom, such that the   

 length of the line is a convenient numerical value to the true baseline length,

 i.e. perhaps a draw a baseline 20 cm long to represent 40 m  (here scale is 1:200).

 Now use a protractor to draw a line at the end of each baseline so the two angles   

 made with the baseline are equal to angles A and B.

 Find where the lines intersect and draw a line from the point of intersection and   

 perpendicular (at right angles) to the baseline.

 Measure the length of this line and use your scale ratio to determine the distance   

 to the object.
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b) Trigonometry Technique  (OPTIONAL)

 Consider a labelled diagram of the problem.

 Using algebra and trigonometry XZ is given by the formula:

 i.e. XZ   =   WY
 ____      

                                                                                [tan(A)  +  tan(B)]

 i.e. object distance  = baseline distance
 _______________     

       [tan(A)  +  tan(B)]

 Use this formula to calculate the distance to your object:

 Object distance  = __________________________

     tan (_______)   +   tan  (_______) 

 

 Object distance  = _______________

     [      ]

 Object distance = ____________
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Conclusions

a) State the calculated distance to the object using your group’s data: __________________

b) How accurate is this conclusion?

 Scientists put a value to this question by calculating the ‘percentage difference’ using

 the formula below.

 The ‘accepted value’ for the distance to the object was observation No 4 =  ________________

 Complete the calculation below.

 percentage accuracy = difference between accepted and measured values  x 100  _______________________________________________ 
                                  accepted value

i.e. % accuracy  = (accepted value – measured value)  x 100  ______________________________________________ 

                                  accepted value

i.e. % accuracy  = (______________________________)  x  100

                   (                         )

i.e. % accuracy  = ________________ %

c) Why is the method of PARALLAX limited when attempting to measure the distance 

 to objects?

   _________________________________________________________________________________  

   _________________________________________________________________________________

   ______________________________________________________________________________

   ______________________________________________________________________________
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IV. HOW FAR AWAY ARE STARS?

Opening and closing each eye alternately whilst lining up a distant object is the principle used 

to determine the distance to stars. In this case each eye is represented by an observer on the 

Earth at two locations on opposite sides of its orbit around the Sun (about 6 months apart). The 

baseline is double the Earth-Sun distance, 2 AU, where an AU represents the average distance 

between the Earth & the Sun or Astronomical Unit.

Look at the diagrams below. Notice that a nearby star shows greater shift in position (parallax) 

than a distant star. To put a value to the shift, astronomers have defi ned that a star at a distance 

of 3.26 light years will appear to shift position in the sky two arc seconds over 6 months.  

This is equivalent to saying angle “p” in the diagram below is equal to one arc second.

Note: one arc second is a very small angle; it is 1/3600 of one degree and there are 360 degrees 

in a circle! This is equivalent to the seeing a cricket ball at Rottnest Island from Cottesloe!
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Astronomers calculate the distance to stars via the parallax method using the equation:

 distance to star   =          1                     .
 _________________________   

                (in parsecs)              parallax angle in arc seconds

For example, the fi rst star to have its distance measured was 61 Cygni, a star in the constellation 

of Cygnus (the Swan).  In 1838, Fredrich Bessel measured the parallax angle to be 0.333 arc 

seconds.

Hence:   distance to 61 Cygni  =        1

 
________     

              0.333

     =  3.00 parsecs

  Now  1 parsec =  3.26 light years

     =  3.00 x 3.26 light years

     =  9.78 light years

Today we know it to be 11.40 light years; Fredrich did well given the technology of his time.

QUESTION

What is the distance to Alpha Crucis or Acrux, the brightest star of the Southern Cross if the 

parallax angle has been measured to be 0.0107 arc seconds?

Show your working out below.
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V. COSMIC DISTANCES

To get your head around the vast size of this universe, consider the Earth as the size of an atom.  

At this scale: 

• The solar system is too small to see. 

• The speed of light is about 1 cm per year, 1 metre per century, or about 

 10 kilometres per million years. 

• The nearest star, Proxima Centauri, is 3.75 cm away. 

• The brightest star, Sirius, is 7.5 cm away. 

• The stars in the Southern Cross range from 77 cm to 317 cm away. 

• The star Deneb, is 26 metres away. 

• The Milky Way, our galaxy, is 870 metres wide and has 150 billion stars. 

• The nearest large galaxy, Andromeda, is 1.60 km wide and 22 km away.

• The next nearest galaxies are six in a group named Sculptor, 88 km away. 

• There are 50-100 billion galaxies within a distance of 3-4 times the diameter of the Earth. 
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Title:   STAR ENERGY

Outcomes:  EARTH & BEYOND L4

   Understands processes that can help explain and predict    

   interactions and changes in physical systems and environments.

Duration:  80 min

Background material

In this lesson, students will understand the source of a star’s energy production (nuclear fusion), 

the two major forces shaping a star (gravity and thermal radiation pressure), the two major 

modes of energy transport within a star (convection and radiation), and why stars have different 

colours & how this is related to energy output.

GLOSSARY

  Convection Zone  - Region within a star where energy is

         transported outwards by convection

         currents.

  Electromagnetic radiation: - A form of energy, being a combination of  

        oscillating electric and magnetic waves.

  Nuclear Fusion   - process whereby light mass nuclei combine

         to create a heavier mass nucleus with

         release of energy.

  Radiation zone   - Region of a star’s interior where energy is  

         transferred by photons (radiation).

Resources required:

  Teacher:  Sheet III & IV

     Demonstration equipment (see Sheet III)

     Internet access
  

  Students:  Sheets I & II

  (2 per group)  1 x 6-sided die

     1 x isometric grid paper (see Sheet II)
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Lesson guide:   
  PART A – Source of Star Energy  15 min
  Ask class where stars get their energy from.

  After some discussion distribute sheet I and discuss this issue further.

  Emphasize it can not be:

  i)  the result of a star shrinking and giving off heat (gravitational collapse)

  ii) chemical reactions such as fossil fuels (e.g. coal).

  State that mass can be converted to energy as expressed by the equation 

  E = mc2 and that nuclear fusion is a suitable solution.

  Note, the details of the proton-proton and CNO nuclear reactions are not 

  required to be understood only that particles collide, combine and 

  release energy.

  PART B – Energy Transfer within Stars 45 min
  a) Outline interior structure of the Sun and larger mass stars 

   (see sheet II).

  Investigate the two main zones – radiation & convection.

  Radiation Zone
  b) Distribute Sheet III to students, and outline procedure 

   & equipment.

  c) Students perform exercise.

  d) Record observations.

  e) Obtain class averages for the number of rolls of the die to reach   

   each of the three circular boundaries.

  f) Conclude that the random movement of energy in a star’s

   radiation zone results in a considerable travel time.  Note to the

   class that in the case of the Sun, the energy takes about 50

   million years, so the light energy we see has been on a journey

   lasting at least this long!

  Convection Zone
  g) Demonstrate convection currents as per Sheet IV.

  h) Emphasize that differences in density and gravity cause the   

   movement of stellar material outwards.
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  PART C – Colour of Stars   10 min
  This last section is to highlight to students that the energy output of stars

   can be vast even by stellar standards.  Theoretical stellar models can give us

  a quantitative measure but a simple approach is to consider a star’s colour.

  a) Access the following applet and show how the colour of a fi red vase

   changes as the temperature increases:      

   http://micro.magnet.fsu.edu/primer/java/colortemperature/index.html 

  b) Relate the applet images as an analogy to star colours as their surface  

   temperatures increase.

   Note: red is the ‘coolest’ colour and blue is the hottest.

   Give examples of common bright stars and their colours 

   – see Sheet IV.

Related links:  The proton-proton chain:       

   http://csep10.phys.utk.edu/astr162/lect/energy/ppchain.html

   The CNO cycle: 

   http://csep10.phys.utk.edu/astr162/lect/energy/cno.html

   The Triple alpha process:       

   http://csep10.phys.utk.edu/astr162/lect/energy/triplealph.html

Extension ideas: Research how a white dwarf shines.
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RESOURCE SHEETS

I. WHERE DO STARS GET THEIR ENERGY?

Until the 1920s, no one understood where the sun gets its energy from.  

Some people thought it was from a huge store of coal, but calculations 

showed this wouldn’t be enough (Sun would shine for only 18 000 years!).  

The work of physicists such as Sir Arthur Eddington (right) helped set a 

clear scientifi c understanding for the Sun’s source of energy.

The core is the powerhouse of any star; this is where energy is created 

from matter as predicted by Albert Einstein (E=mc2).

For stellar nuclear reactions to occur, the temperature of matter (in this 

case hydrogen nuclei) needs to be extreme.  

The reason for this is so that the positively charged nuclei can overcome the very strong 

repulsive forces due to their like electrical charges.  If they can do this, they can stick together 

and form new elements.

Non-extreme temperature environment (<4 million oC):

                               NO REACTION!

Extreme temperature environment (> 4 MILLION oC):

NUCLEI COMBINE (‘FUSE’) --> NEW ELEMENT

The hydrogen ions 
(protons) within the core 
of the star repel each 
other (both positively 
charged) AND the 
temperature is NOT great 
enough to make them 
combine.

NUCLEI COMBINE ('FUSE') --> NEW ELEMENT

The hydrogen ions 
(protons), although 
trying to repel each 
other, combine because 
of the incredible 
temperatures.
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The major nuclear reactions that can occur within the core of stars are the:

1)    PROTON-PROTON CHAIN (PP)

This process dominates where the core’s temperature is between 4 million and 16 million oC.  

This is for stars about the mass of the Sun or less.

STEP 1  proton  +  proton  -------->    deuteron  +  positron  +  neutrino  (7 million years to occur)

STEP 2.  proton  +  deuteron   ------>  helium 3   +   energy  (happens in seconds)

STEP 3.   helium 3  +  helium 3     ------>     helium 4  +   two protons  (400 000 yrs to occur)

2)    CNO CYCLE

This process begins to dominate when the core temperature is greater than 16 million oC.  

It relies on the existence of carbon nuclei, which could only be present as a result of the star 

being made of material from another, now dead star.

The CNO energy cycle is for massive stars.

STEP 1.       carbon  nucleus   +  proton     nitrogen nucleus + ENERGY

STEP 2.      nitrogen nucleus      carbon nucleus  + positron  +  neutrino

STEP 3.      carbon nucleus  +  proton    nitrogen nucleus  +  ENERGY

STEP 4.      nitrogen nucleus  +  proton     oxygen nucleus  +  ENERGY

STEP 5.      oxygen nucleus       nitrogen nucleus  +  positron  + neutrino

STEP 6.      nitrogen nucleus  +  proton     carbon nucleus  +  helium nucleus
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Stars give off tremendous amounts of energy and matter that surge outwards in all directions 

from the core, thereby creating outward pressure.  If this was all, a star would not survive for long 

- it would blow itself apart.  Fortunately, the matter that makes up the star attracts itself through 

gravity - trying to crush the star.  The balance between these two competing factors; outward 

pressure and gravity, enables stars to exist.  This situation is referred to as 

hydrostatic equilibrium.
 
 
 

 
 
 
The internal structure of a star depends a good deal on its initial mass and age, but like our 

nearest star, the Sun, there are some fundamental components.
 

Other stars will have different proportions of radiative/convective regions, together with additional 

layers of material other than hydrogen nuclei.  In any case the interior, like that of the Earth, is not 

uniform in temperature or density

Sun-like Stars Stars much larger than the Sun

Outward force due 
to energy released 

heating
surrounding

plasma

Plasma (a 
superheated form 

of matter) kept 
together by gravity 

pulling inwards
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II. JOURNEY WITHIN A STAR – THE RADIATIVE ZONE

This activity will give you an idea of the speed at which energy travels 
through the radiative zone of a star such as our Sun.

Materials required (per group)

1. Isometric graph paper with circle

2. One 6-sided die

3. Pencil

Procedure
1. Find the centre of the isometric graph paper and assume it is the centre of a star about  

 the same mass as the Sun.  Mark the centre as “C”.

2. Roll the die and note the number on the face pointing up.

 Imitate the movement of energy on the graph paper by associating the die number to

 the following direction scheme:

3. Draw along a line segment one unit in the direction of scheme.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 4 above until you get to the circle representing the boundary of  the

 radiative zone in the star’s interior.  

5. Count and record the total number of rolls of the die when you break out of each of the

 circles.

Observations
The number of rolls of the die to pass beyond each circle was:

Circle with smallest diameter  = ______  rolls of the die.

Circle with intermediate diameter  = ______  rolls of the die 

       (include number for inner circle)

Circle with largest diameter  = ______  rolls of the die.

Conclusion
If the diameter of the circular boundary is doubled, the number of rolls of the die will be 

_________________ compared with number required to pass the fi rst boundary.

Question
How long does it take energy to pass through the radiative core of the Sun?

Answer: ________________________________________________
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II. JOURNEY WITHIN A STAR – ISOMETRIC GRID
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III. JOURNEY WITHIN A STAR – THE CONVECTION ZONE
 – Teacher only

 This DEMONSTRATION will give your students an idea of how
 energy is transported through the convective zone of a star 
 such as our Sun.

Materials required (Demonstration)

1. Small aquarium fi lled with water.

2. Immersion heater or alternatively a large dry cell battery, two electrical leads with   

 alligator clips and a rod of graphite.

3. Overhead projector.

4. Red (colour not important) dye in dropper bottle

5. White projection screen or surface.

Set-up
Either set up with overhead or slide projector shining through the aquarium will suffi ce.

 

Procedure
1. Set up the apparatus ahead of lesson time and check the method works.

2. Turn on the immersion heater or connect leads to battery terminals.

3. Add red dye near the heating source.

4. Project light through the aquarium onto white screen to highlight convections currents.

5. Ask students to describe any observations.

6. Ask students to offer scientifi c explanations.

7. Challenge students to relate back to the convective zone of a star.
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IV. COMMON BRIGHT STARS & THEIR COLOURS

Temperature
(Kelvin) Star colour Star name 

30 000 – 60 000 Blue Epsilon Orionis 

10 000 – 30 000 Blue-white Rigel

7 500 – 10 000 White with bluish tinge Sirius

6 000 – 7 500 Yellow-white Canopus

5 000 – 6 000 Yellow Sun

3 500 – 5 000 Orange Aldebaran

2 000 – 3 500 Red Betelgeuse
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Title:   MULTIWAVELENGTH ASTRONOMY

Outcomes:  EARTH & BEYOND L5

   Understands models and concepts that explain earth and space

   systems and that resource use is related to the geological and

   environmental history of the earth and universe.

Duration:  80 min

Background material

In this lesson, students will undertake an investigation to establish the existence of an energy 

form immediately beyond the red end of the visible spectrum (infrared radiation). This approach 

is similar to that taken historically by the astronomer Sir Fredrich William Herschel in 1800.

This serves as an introduction to electromagnetic radiation and its application to the study of 

astronomical objects and processes.

GLOSSARY

  Electromagnetic radiation: - A form of energy, being a combination of  

        oscillating electric and magnetic waves.

  Gamma rays   - Very high energy electromagnetic radiation

        with energies greater than x-rays.

  Infra red   - ‘Below red’; electromagnetic radiation with a

         range of energies less than red light but

        greater than microwaves. 

  Microwaves   - Electromagnetic radiation with a range of

        energies lass than infrared but greater than

        radio waves.

  Neutron star   - Extremely high density star composed of

        neutrons

  Pulsars    - Neutron stars observed emitting radio

        waves 

  Radio waves   - Electromagnetic radiation with energies   

        less than microwaves. 

  Ultraviolet   - ‘Beyond violet’; electromagnetic radiation  

        with a range of energies less than x-rays  

        but greater than violet light.

  Wavelength   - Distance between two consecutive points

        of a wave executing the same motion.

  X-rays    - Electromagnetic radiation with a range of

         energies less than gamma rays but greater

        than ultraviolet light.
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Resources required:

  Teacher:  Internet access for downloadable movie: 

     “More than your eyes can see”    

  http://coolcosmos.ipac.caltech.edu//videos/more_than_your/index.html
   

     Sheet II (transparency)

  Students:  1 x glass (not plastic) prism

  (3 per group)  3 x thermometers with blackened bulbs 

     (black paint ideal)

     1 x shoe box (anything similar)

     Sheets I & III

     Access to Internet
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Lesson guide:   
  PART A – Herschel’s Experiment 40 min
  a) Distribute Sheet I to students, and outline procedure & equipment.

  b) Students construct ‘measuring device’.

  c) Perform investigation.

  d) Record observations and make conclusion(s).

  The importance of this investigation is for students to realise there exists an

  invisible form of energy immediately beyond the red end of the visible spectrum

  (infrared). This is evident in that data shows an elevated temperature reading 

  in the ‘beyond red’ region of the solar spectrum. By extension, other invisible

  energy forms may also exist beyond the visible spectrum.

  d) Discussion of other invisible energies can be initiated by displaying an  

   image of the electromagnetic spectrum (Sheet II). Emphasize the

   visible light region is only a small section, and that a great deal of

   information about our world/universe is missing our attention.

  PART B – Multi wavelength Astronomy 40 min
  a) Introduce students to multi wavelength astronomy by way of the movie 

   “More than your eyes can see”, from 

   http://coolcosmos.ipac.caltech.edu/videos/more_than_your/index.html 

   (Note if you wish to download, size is 7.5 Mb; movie time: 6 minutes).

   This movie is dedicated to infrared energy but serves as a revealing

   glimpse of familiar objects seen in a different light.

   You may also wish to show how examining the universe in a different

   wavelength (in this case infrared) has astronomical signifi cance.  If this

   narrated link shows images taken by the Spitzer Telescope – you may

   select any/all category from ‘Star Formation’, ‘Planetary Systems’, 

   ‘Brown Dwarfs’ and ‘Universe’ – 1 min each.

   http://coolcosmos.ipac.caltech.edu/image_galleries/collection/sirtf_fl ash/ 

  b) i) To illustrate the differing appearances of an object    

    observed at different wavelengths show class the Dumbbell

    nebula in the constellation Vulpecula, at the following website:

    http://coolcosmos.ipac.caltech.edu/cosmic_classroom/

    multiwavelength_astronomy/multiwavelength_museum/m27.html 

    (shows images in x-ray, visible, infrared and radio wavelengths)

   ii) Distribute EITHER Sheet III (a) or (b) to students and outline

    procedure.

    Have students access the Internet.

   iii) If time, go to http://www.astronomywa.net.au , display and

    discuss with class the Square Kilometre Array
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Related links:  The Australia Telescope National Facility http://www.atnf.csiro.au/ 

   The Square Kilometre Array http://www.atnf.csiro.au/SKA/ 

   Spitzer Space Telescope  http://www.spitzer.caltech.edu/ 

   Chandra X-Ray Observatory http://chandra.harvard.edu/index.html 

   Far Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Explorer (FUSE) http://fuse.pha.jhu.edu/ 

Extension ideas: Research the major research methods employed to determine 

   star diameters.
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RESOURCE SHEETS
I. HERSHEL’S EXPERIMENT

Materials required (per group)
1. Sunshine – avoid partly cloudy days
2. Three thermometers with blackened bulbs 
3. One glass prism
4. One cardboard box (shoe box?)
5. White backing sheet (A4?)
6. Watch

Diagrams
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Procedure

1.         Set up the apparatus as shown in the ‘diagrams section’ of this report.

                      

 
2.        Place a white sheet of paper at the bottom of the box.
 

3.        Rotate the prism to get a bright, wide rainbow spectrum. You may need to have the prism 

end of the box raised to the Sun, do this by placing a book or rock underneath.
 

4.        Place the three thermometers in the shade of the box and allow them to reach the same  

temperature – record this temperature.

5. Place the thermometers in the rainbow spectrum.

6. Place one thermometer each in the blue, yellow and just beyond the red end of the  

spectrum.

7. Begin timing, and record the temperatures of each region of the spectrum every minute  

until the temperatures no longer change (this should take about 5 minutes).
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Observations

Conclusions

  ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

  ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

  ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

  ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

  ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Temperature
Blue light 

(oC)

Temperature
Yellow light 

(oC)

Temperature
Beyond Red Light 

(oC)

Final temperature 

Shade temperature 

Difference in 
temperatures

   

Class average 
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II. ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM
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III (a)  MULTIWAVENGTH ASTRONOMY

Complete the table’s second column using the internet or books for information. 

As a start try this site: http://imagers.gsfc.nasa.gov/ems/waves3.html 

Complete the second column in the table by choosing any of the objects in the following list. 

You can have more than one object for each form of eergy (coloumn one).

Active galactic nuclei, black holes, supernova remnants, neutron stars & pulsars, solar fl ares, 

Sun, planets, brown dwarfs, white dwarfs, interstellar gas & dust, star forming regions, cool stars, 

moons and binary stars.

ENERGY FORM OBJECTS EMITTING THIS
 ENERGY FORM IN UNIVERSE

SUN OBSERVED IN
DIFFERENT ENERGIES

GAMMA
WAVES

X RAYS

ULTRAVIOLET

LIGHT

INFRA-RED

MICROWAVES

RADIO WAVES

NRAO / AUI / NSF image
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Earthlings Solar spectrum 

Hot young 
star

Cosmic
background
radiation

Stars Galaxies

Black holes Gas jets 

Pulsars Interstellar dust 
clouds

Supernova Hot interstellar 
gas

Image courtesy of Windows to the Universe, http://www.windows.ucar.edu
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ENERGY FORM
OBJECTS EMITTING THIS

 ENERGY FORM IN UNIVERSE
SUN OBSERVED IN

DIFFERENT ENERGIES

GAMMA
WAVES

X RAYS

ULTRAVIOLET

LIGHT

INFRA-RED

MICROWAVES

RADIO WAVES

NRAO / AUI / NSF image

Active galactic nuclei galaxies 
(Quasars) 
Regions around black holes
Gamma ray bursts
Solar fl ares

Active galactic nuclei galaxies
(Quasars, Blazars, Seyfert galaxies)
Black holes
X-ray binary stars
Supernova remnants
Neutron stars & Pulsars
White Dwarfs Sun

Active galactic nuclei galaxies 
Supernova remnants
Interstellar gas & dust
Hot stars
Sun
Planets

Galaxies
Cool stars
Sun
Star forming regions
Brown dwarfs
Moons & Planets

Cosmic microwave background
Active galactic nuclei galaxies 
Star forming regions
Sun

Active galactic nuclei galaxies 
(Quasars & Blazars)
Supernova remnants
Neutron stars & Pulsars
Star forming regions
Sun
Jupiter
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III (b)  MULTIWAVENGTH ASTRONOMY

Earthlings infrared
(not visible – this is reflected 
light)

Solar spectrum visible

Hot young 
star

ultraviolet
visible

Cosmic
background
radiation

microwaves

Stars x-rays
visible, infrared,  
microwaves, radio waves 

Galaxies x-rays
visible
infrared, radio waves 

Black holes gamma rays 
x-rays

Gas jets gamma rays 
x-rays
microwaves

Pulsars x-rays
radio waves 

Interstellar dust 
clouds

infrared

Supernova gamma rays 
x-rays
visible, radio waves 

Hot interstellar 
gas

x-rays

Image courtesy of Windows to the Universe, http://www.windows.ucar.edu
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Title:   STELLAR EVOLUTION 
Outcomes:  EARTH & BEYOND L4

   Understands processes that can help explain and predict

   interactions and changes in physical systems and environments.

Duration:  80 min

Background material

In this lesson students will understand the processes responsible for driving the four main 

life cycles of stars, and understand the relationship between the physical properties of stars 

(especially luminosity and surface temperature) in the context of time. This is achieved by studying 

the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram.  Interactive internet applets form the basis of the lesson.

GLOSSARY
Black hole  - a collapsed star whose concentration of mass creates gravity so

     intense as to prevent even light from moving away from it.

Event horizon  - a boundary in space time near a black hole, where events beyond

     the boundary can not affect or be noticed by an observer.

Herztsprung-Russell Diagram

   - a graph showing the relationship between the brightness (luminosity)

     and the surface temperatures of many stars. 

     Often the spectral class, which is based on the temperature of the

     star, is used as a label.

Interstellar dust - Small particles of solid matter, similar to smoke, in the space 

     between stars.

Luminosity  - the amount of energy a body radiates in a set time; not distance

     dependent, so not the same as brightness.

Main sequence  - stars converting hydrogen into helium; the majority of stars.

Nebula   - a localised mass of gas and fi ne dust in interstellar space.

Neutron star  - an extremely compact ball of neutrons created from the central core

     of a star that collapsed under gravity during a supernova explosion.  

     Neutron stars are extremely dense: they are only 10 kilometres or

     so in size, but have the mass of an average star.

Protostars:  - a collection of interstellar gas and dust whose gravitational pull is

     causing it to collapse on itself and form a star.

Pulsars   - neutron stars observed emitting radio waves

Red Dwarf  - small, cool, long life main sequence stars; the vast majority of stars.

Red Giant  - an old, bright star, much larger and cooler than the Sun

Supergiant  - the most massive but shortest living of stars.

Supernova  - the explosive death of a massive star whose energy output causes

     its expanding gases to glow brightly for weeks or months.

White Dwarf  - the hot, compact remains of a low-mass star like our Sun that has

      exhausted its sources of fuel for thermonuclear fusion.

      White dwarf stars are generally about the size of the Earth 
Resources required:

     Teacher:   n/a

     Students:  Access to Internet

      Sheets I & II
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Lesson guide:   
  PART A – Life Cycle of a Star  50 min
  This fi rst section of the lesson introduces students to the life cycle of a star

  through the online website, “Windows to the Universe”.  Ideally each pair of

  students should have access to the Internet and assist each other to complete

  ONE of the two parts of the worksheet (Sheet I).

  Alternatively, each group of students can be assigned a life cycle stage and

  research it intensely for presentation to the class.  A complete picture of a star’s

  life cycle can be gleaned from these group presentations (2 mins duration

  each) IF the order of presentation follows the correct chronological sequence.

  a) Distribute Sheet I to student groups, and briefl y outline procedure.

   Note, assign a group to ONE part only.

  b) Students access “Windows to the Universe” site:

   For star mass like our Sun or less at:

   http://www.windows.ucar.edu/tour/link=/cool_stuff/tourstars_29.html 

   For star mass much greater than our Sun at:

   http://www.windows.ucar.edu/tour/link=/cool_stuff/tourstars_38.html 

  c) Students complete assigned part of Sheet I.

  d) Class discussion (or alternatively via group presentations) of the life   

   cycles of stars with emphasis on:

   i) initial mass of protostar determining life ‘path’.

   ii) changes in stars occurring because of nuclear fuels depletion.

   iii) star cycles mapped by astronomers examining a large variety 

    of stars at different stages of their cycle.
 

 PART B – Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram 30 min
The life journey of a star is mass dependent so although there are four main 

avenues by which they may proceed. (Part A deals with three, the fourth being 

a very low mass star (red dwarf) burning all its hydrogen and collapsing  - none 

yet have!) There are differences in the detail.  To fathom the dependence of the 

physical properties of stars on the journey taken, and place it within the context 

of time, astronomers have devised a visual representation referred to as the 

Hertzsprung-Russell (or HR) Diagram.

This is the centrepiece of understanding of stellar evolution - worthy of student 

attention.

a)  Direct students to the McGraw-Hill stellar evolution website at:

 http://www.mhhe.com/physsci/astronomy/applets/Hr/frame.html .

b)  Follow the procedure and answer the questions on Sheet II.

c)  Go to the San Jose State University astronomy course site at:

 http://www.physics.sjsu.edu/tomley/HRCluster.html 

d)  Follow the procedure and answer the questions on Sheet II.
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Related links: Stellar Evolution & Death (NASA) 

  http://observe.arc.nasa.gov/nasa/space/stellardeath/stellardeath_contents.html 

  Pulsar simulation applet:

  http://physics-new.unl.edu/~klee/ast103/fl ash/pulsar_explorer021.swf 

  Black hole simulation applet:

  http://physics-new.unl.edu/~klee/ast103/fl ash/bhole_sim010.swf 

Extension ideas:

  Read the biographies of Henry Russell Norris and Ejnar Hertzsprung and how

  they collectively helped to set modern stellar studies on an organized footing.
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RESOURCE SHEETS
I. LIFE CYCLE OF STARS  -   MASS ABOUT OR LESS THAN SUN

GO TO: http://www.windows.ucar.edu/tour/link=/cool_stuff/tourstars_29.html 
 

1. “NEW STARS & PLANETS” – Main Sequence Stage

Q1. When does a star’s life begin?

 _______________________________________________

Q2. What two elements does the star use and create to generate 

 its energy?

 _______________________________________________

2. “SWELLS TO RED GIANT” – Red Giant Stage

Q3. What causes a main sequence star to move to this stage?

 _______________________________________________

Q4. Why does the star expand?

 _______________________________________________

Q5. What elements does the star use to create energy?

 _______________________________________________

3. “OUTER LAYERS BLOW OFF” – Planetary Nebula Stage

Q6. What part of the Red Giant remains at the centre of the nebula?

 _______________________________________________

Q7. What part of the Red Giant makes up the expanding nebula?

 _______________________________________________

Q8. Describe the temperature of the central star.

 _______________________________________________

Courtesy Trinity College 
Observatory

Courtesy STScI & NASA

Courtesy of Windows 
to the Universe.
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4. “WHITE DWARF LEFT” – White Dwarf Stage

Q9. What triggers a star to move to this stage?

 _______________________________________________

Q10. What causes the star to decrease in size?

 _______________________________________________

Q11. Calculate the strength of a white dwarf’s surface gravity compared to Earth,

 with the information provided.

 _______________________________________________

5. “COOLS TO BLACK DWARF” – Lights Out Stage

Q12. Is a black dwarf a star?

 _______________________________________________

Q13. How long does it take a white dwarf to stop shining?

 _______________________________________________

Q14. Why does it take so long for a white dwarf to stop shining?

 _______________________________________________

Courtesy of Windows
to the Universe.

Courtesy of Windows
to the Universe.
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I. LIFE CYCLE OF STARS  -  MASS MUCH GREATER THAN SUN 

GO TO:  http://www.windows.ucar.edu/tour/link=/cool_stuff/tourstars_38.html 

1. “NEW STARS & PLANETS” - Main Sequence Stage

Q1. At what temperatures do these stars begin life compared to 

 the Sun which is yellow-hot?

 _______________________________________________

Q2. Why do these stars live a shorter life than the Sun?

 _______________________________________________

2. “SWELLS TO SUPERGIANT” - Supergiant Stage

Q3. What triggers a large-mass main sequence star to become 

 a supergiant star?

 _______________________________________________

Q4. Why do these stars turn red in colour?

 _______________________________________________

 _______________________________________________

Q5. How long will it take a supergiant to convert all its

 sulphur/silicon fuel to iron?

 _______________________________________________

3. “STAR EXPLODES AND …” - Supernova Stage

Q6. The supergiant star is unable to produce energy. Why?

 _______________________________________________

Q7. How much energy is released compared to the Sun?

 _______________________________________________

Courtesy Trinity College 
Observatory

Courtesy of Windows
to the Universe.

Courtesy of Windows
to the Universe.
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4a. “NEUTRON STAR LEFT” -  Neutron Star Stage

Q8. The mass of a neutron star is 1.4 to 3 times the mass of the 

 Sun, and its diameter is no more than 20 km!  

 How is it possible to squeeze matter to such high density?

 _______________________________________________

 _______________________________________________

 _______________________________________________

 _______________________________________________

4b. “BLACK HOLE” - Black Hole Stage

Q9. A supernova core that turns into a black hole must have a

 minimum mass – what is this value expressed in 

 solar masses?

 _______________________________________________

Q10. Why is a black hole, black?

 _______________________________________________

 _______________________________________________

Q11. What is an ‘event horizon’?

 _______________________________________________

 _______________________________________________

Q12. The Schwarzschild radius is the distance from the  centre 

 of the black hole to the event horizon.  What is the smallest

 Schwarzschild radius for a collapsed star?

 _______________________________________________ 

Courtesy of Windows
to the Universe.

Courtesy of Windows
to the Universe.
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I. LIFE CYCLE OF STARS - MASS ABOUT OR LESS THAN SUN
 TEACHER’S COPY

1. “NEW STARS & PLANETS” – Main Sequence Stage

Q1. When does a star’s life begin?

 As soon as it begins nuclear fusion and emits light.

Q2. What two elements does the star use and create to generate

 its energy?

 Hydrogen (use) and helium (create).

2. “SWELLS TO RED GIANT” – Red Giant Stage

Q3. What causes a main sequence star to move to this stage?

 It uses up all its hydrogen fuel.

Q4. Why does the star expand?

 The core of the star gets hotter and emits radiation that 

 pushes the outer layers outwards.

Q5. What elements does the star use to create energy?

 Helium, then others such as carbon and oxygen

3. “OUTER LAYERS BLOW OFF” – Planetary Nebula Stage

Q6. What part of the Red Giant remains at the centre of the nebula?

 The core of the star.

Q7. What part of the Red Giant makes up the expanding nebula?

 The outer shells.

Q8. Describe the temperature of the central star.

 Extremely hot, they are some of the hottest stars in space.

Courtesy Trinity College 
Observatory

Courtesy STScI & NASA

Courtesy of Windows 
to the Universe.
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4. “WHITE DWARF LEFT” – White Dwarf Stage

Q9. What triggers a star to move to this stage?

 Exhaustion of all nuclear fuels in the Red Giant star.

Q10. What causes the star to decrease in size?

 The pull of gravity.

Q11. Calculate the strength of a white dwarf’s surface gravity 

 compared to Earth, with the information provided.

 About 8570 times. (600000 kg/70 kg)

5. “COOLS TO BLACK DWARF” – Lights Out Stage

Q12. Is a black dwarf a star?

 No, it no longer emits light.

Q13. How long does it take a white dwarf to stop shining?

 Longer than the present age of the universe ~ 12 billion yrs.

Q14. Why does it take so long for a white dwarf to stop shining?

 It releases its large amount of energy slowly.

Courtesy of Windows
to the Universe.

Courtesy of Windows
to the Universe.
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I. LIFE CYCLE OF STARS -  MASS MUCH GREATER  THAN SUN

 TEACHER’S COPY

1. “NEW STARS & PLANETS” - Main Sequence Stage

Q1. At what temperatures do these stars begin life compared to

 the Sun which is yellow-hot?

 Very high temperatures – blue or white hot.

Q2. Why do these stars live a shorter life than the Sun?

 Even though they are much more massive than the Sun

 (and have more nuclear fuel), they consume their fuel at

 a much greater rate than the Sun.

2. “SWELLS TO SUPERGIANT” - Supergiant Stage

Q3. What triggers a large-mass main sequence star to become a

 supergiant star?

 It uses up its hydrogen fuel.

Q4. Why do these stars turn red in colour?

 As they expand they cool and the energy output at shorter 

 wavelengths greatly diminishes. As a result the predominant

 colour emitted is red.

Q5. How long will it take a supergiant to convert all its 

 sulphur/silicon fuel to iron?

 About one week.

3. “STAR EXPLODES AND …” - Supernova Stage

Q6. The supergiant star is unable to produce energy.  Why?

 All that is left is iron, which cannot undergo fusion.

Q7. How much energy is released compared to the Sun?

 100 times greater than the Sun’s total lifetime output.

Courtesy Trinity College 
Observatory

Courtesy of Windows
to the Universe.

Courtesy of Windows 
to the Universe.
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4a. “NEUTRON STAR LEFT” - Neutron Star Stage

Q8. The mass of a neutron star is 1.4 to 3 times the mass of the 

 Sun, and its diameter is no more than 20 km!  

 How is it possible to squeeze matter to such high density?

 The stellar core turns into neutrons, particles found within the   

 nucleus of an atom.  

 

 With the repulsive electrons of an atom gone (combined with

  protons to form the neutrons), there is now much more space

  available for particles to be packed together.

4b. “BLACK HOLE”  -  Black Hole Stage

Q9. A supernova core that turns into a black hole must have a 

 minimum mass – what is this value expressed in solar masses?

 Three (3) solar masses

Q10. Why is a black hole, black?

 The strength of gravity of the collapsed star is so great that 

 any nearby light is unable to leave it.

Q11. What is an ‘event horizon’?

 

 The boundary in space near a black hole where any closer

 to the black hole, light cannot escape.

Q12. The Schwarzschild radius is the distance from the  centre of 

 the black hole to the event horizon.  What is the smallest 

 Schwarzschild radius for a collapsed star?

 

 About 8.7 km. (2πR = 55.5 km)

Courtesy of Windows to 
the Universe. 

Courtesy of Windows to 
the Universe. 
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II HERTZSPRUNG-RUSSELL DIAGRAM OF A STAR CLUSTER

PART A  - How does a star’s physical properties affect its life cycle?

Go to the following site: http://www.mhhe.com/physsci/astronomy/applets/Hr/frame.html

Procedure

1. Read ‘HR Diagram’ and ‘Stellar Evolution and the HR Diagram’ located left of screen.

2. Launch ‘HR Interactive’ (left of screen).

3. a) What is measured on the vertical axis?_______________________

 b) What is measured on the horizontal axis? _______________________

4. Set the following parameters:

 i) mass of a star = 1.0

 ii) animation speed  = 1.99 * 10^5 Y/s  (i.e. 2.00 x 105 = 200 000 years per second)

5. Click on ‘Create Start’ and watch the simulation.

6. Repeat 4 above but with mass = 2.0

7. Repeat 4 above but with mass = 4.0

8. Repeat 4 above but with mass = 30.0

Questions

1. Select the mass drop down menu located near the centre, and select 

 mass = 1.0.

 Now move the ‘Life’ slider below it and notice how the diagrams and physical

 properties information change.

 

 a) Record the time taken for each of the four stars to leave the main

  sequence (point at which the path begins to deviate from straight)

  Star mass 1.0 = _______________  Star mass 2.0 = _______________

  Star mass 4.0 = _______________ Star mass 30.0 = ______________

 b) Complete the sentence:

  As the mass of the star increases, the time spent on the main 

  sequence ____________

2. Bearing in mind the movement of the four stars with time, how do you explain

 why 90% of the stars observed in the night sky are on the main sequence?

 ___________________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________
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PART B  - Understanding the evolution of a star cluster

Go to the following site: http://www.physics.sjsu.edu/tomley/HRCluster.html 

Procedure

1. Use the scroll bar on the right of screen to observe the changing character of a 

 star cluster.

2. Answer the questions below.

Questions

1. a) What coloured stars fi rst make up a star cluster?  _____________

 b) Describe the temperature of these fi rst stars.  _____________

2. When does the fi rst Red Giant appear in the cluster?  _____________

3. Why do the stars at the top of the main sequence ‘peel off’ as time goes by and not

 those stars at the bottom of the main sequence?

 ___________________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________

4. Why does a star cluster become increasingly red in appearance over time?

 ___________________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________

The Jewel Box open star cluster located near the constellation of the Southern Cross

(Courtesy Trinity College Observatory)
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II HERTZSPRUNG-RUSSELL DIAGRAM - Teacher’s copy

PART A - How does a star’s physical prope rties affect its life cycle?

Procedure

1. Read ‘HR Diagram’ and ‘Stellar Evolution and the HR Diagram’ located left of screen.

2. Launch ‘HR Interactive’ (left of screen).

3. a) What is measured on the vertical axis? Star Luminosity compared to the Sun

 b) What is measured on the horizontal axis? Surface temperature of star

4. Set the following parameters:

 i) mass of a star = 1.0

 ii) animation speed  = 1.99 * 10^5 Y/s (i.e. 1.99 x 105 = 199 000 years per second)

5. Click on ‘Create Start’ and watch the simulation.

6. Repeat 4 above but with mass = 2.0

7. Repeat 4 above but with mass = 4.0

8. Repeat 4 above but with mass = 30.0

Questions

1. Select the mass drop down menu located near the centre, and select mass = 1.0.

 Now move the ‘Life’ slider below it and notice how the diagrams and physical properties  

 information change.

 

 a) Record the time taken for each of the four stars to leave the main sequence

  (point at which the path begins to deviate from straight)

  Star mass 1.0 =  ~ 5000 million yrs  Star mass 2.0 = ~ 520 million yrs

  Star mass 4.0 = ~ 96 million yrs  Star mass 30.0 = ~ 188 thousand yrs

 b) Complete the sentence:

  As the mass of the star increases, the time spent on the main 

  sequence decreases.

2. Bearing in mind the movement of the four stars with time, how do you explain why 90%

 of the stars observed in the night sky are on the main sequence?

 The time spent off the main sequence is relatively short and relatively few stars are   

 undergoing this change in life at any one time, hence most stars appear to be on the 

 main sequence.
 

 It is worth noting that the brightest stars in the night sky are generally giants or 

 supergiants and are NOT on the main sequence.  However, there are fewer bright stars

 compared to dim stars.
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PART B  - Understanding the evolution of a star cluster

Go to the following site: http://www.physics.sjsu.edu/tomley/HRCluster.html 

Procedure

1. Use the scroll bar on the right of screen to observe the changing character of a 

 star cluster.

2. Answer the questions below.

Questions

1. a) What coloured stars fi rst make up a star cluster?  Blue and perhaps white

 b) Describe the temperature of these fi rst stars.  Very hot!

2. When does the fi rst Red Giant appear in the cluster?  14 million years

3. Why do the stars at the top of the main sequence ‘peel off’ as time goes by and not

 those stars at the bottom of the main sequence?

 The most massive stars at the top of the main sequence burn their nuclear fuel at

 extraordinary rates compared to the low mass stars at the bottom of the HR diagram.

 Hence the top stars will leave the main sequence fi rst.

4. Why does a star cluster become increasingly red in appearance over time?

 The hot blue and white stars have died out leaving the lower mass stars that are so 

 cool that they are red in colour, hence the cluster appears to be increasingly red.
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Title:   TRAVEL TO MY STAR

Outcomes:  EARTH & BEYOND L4

   Understands processes that can help explain and predict interactions  

   and changes in physical systems and environments.

Duration:  90 min

Background material

In this lesson students will demonstrate an understanding of the physical processes responsible 

for driving one stage of the life cycle of a real star in the context of a tourist brochure/presentation.

They need to demonstrate they have a sound grasp of the physical characteristics and 

properties of that star which will be revealed by describing, illustrating and reporting the features 

to their peers.

GLOSSARY

Black hole - A collapsed star whose concentration of mass creates gravity so intense as to

    prevent even light from moving away from it.

Event horizon - A boundary in space time near a black hole where events beyond the

    boundary can not affect or be noticed by an observer.

Herztsprung-Russell Diagram
  - A graph showing the relationship between the brightness (luminosity) and the
    surface temperatures of many stars.          
    Often the spectral class, which is based on the temperature of the
    star, is used as a label.
Interstellar dust - Small particles of solid matter, similar to smoke, in the space between stars.
Luminosity - The amount of energy a body radiates in a set time; not distance    
    dependent, so not the same as brightness.
Main sequence - Stars converting hydrogen into helium; the majority of stars.
Nebula  - A localised mass of gas and fi ne dust in interstellar space.
Neutron star - An extremely compact ball of neutrons created from the central core of a star
    that collapsed under gravity during a supernova explosion. Neutron stars are
    extremely dense: they are only 10 kilometres or so in size, but have the mass
    of an average star.
Protostars: - A collection of interstellar gas and dust whose gravitational    
     pull is causing it to collapse on itself and form a star.
Pulsars  - Neutron stars observed emitting radio waves
Red Dwarf - Small, cool, long life main sequence stars; the vast majority of stars.
Red Giant - An old, bright star, much larger and cooler than the Sun
Supergiant - The most massive but shortest living of stars.
Supernova - The explosive death of a massive star whose energy output    
     causes its expanding gases to glow brightly for weeks or months.
White Dwarf - The hot, compact remains of a low-mass star like our Sun that    
       has exhausted its sources of fuel for thermonuclear fusion.    

       White dwarf stars are generally about the size of the Earth

Resources required:

  Teacher:  n/a   

  Students:  Access to Internet

  (group of 2)  Sheet I
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Lesson guide:   
  PART A – Collecting and Organising Star 
  Information 40 min
  a) Distribute Sheet I to student groups, and briefl y outline procedure.

   Note, assign or allow students to choose ONE star type. 

  b) Students access the Internet for information (about 20 mins or less).

   They need to fi nd:

   i) a real star within 10 000 light years of the Sun

   ii) distance to the star form the Sun.

   iii) information to promote its physical properties such as:

    * size

    * temperature

    * colour

    * type of nuclear fuel being consumed 

    * exotic features such as radiation emitted, whether part of a

      binary or  triple star system, size of star spots, rotation rate,

      gravitational strength.

  c) Students create brochure, which may be in digital form (e.g. PowerPoint

   presentation).  

   Allow 40 mins for this activity.

  PART B – Presentations  50 mins
  a) Students deliver an oral presentation (4 minutes max) to the class.

  b) Brief Q & A session after each presentation.

 

Related links:  Astronomical Society of Western Australia

   http://aswa.info/ 

   Astronomical Group of Western Australia

   http://www.btow.com.au/agwa.shtml 

Extension ideas: The best presentation can be delivered as a:

   a) whole-school assembly item.

   b) local astronomical society monthly meeting item.
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RESOURCE SHEETS
I. TRAVEL TO MY STAR

TASK

Your team of advertising executives has been hired by the Galactic Tourism Council to create a 

tourism presentation promoting the reasons to visit a star in our interstellar neighbourhood.  

Assume the cost of interstellar travel is too prohibitive for stars beyond 10 000 light years.

Select ONE real star that is currently in one of the following stages of its life cycle:

1. Main sequence star

2. Red giant

3. Red or blue supergiant

4. Red dwarf

5. White dwarf

6. Pulsar

7. Black hole

8. Variable star

To fi nd a real star go to the following websites

Stars by name, brightness, distance and other characteristics: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lists_of_stars 

Planet orbiting stars:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_stars_with_confi rmed_extrasolar_planets 

Variable stars:   http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_known_variable_stars 

Black hole candidates:  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_holes#Recent_discoveries 

PROMOTIONAL FEATURES

You need to convince your audience of the benefi ts which include:

1. Relative cost of travel (the farther away the more expensive the return trip)

2. Excitement of visiting this star.

 For this section you may wish to emphasize

 * size

 * temperature

 * colour

 * type of nuclear fuel being consumed 

 * exotic features such as:

  - whether part of a binary or triple star system; 

  - whether it is a variable star (will it pulsate whilst the tourists are there?); 

  - whether planets are known to be orbiting the star;

  - rotation (spin) rate; 

  - gravitational strength; 

  - radiation emitted; and

  - size of star spots.

FORMAT

Your team will make a oral presentation to the class lasting no more than four (4) minutes.

The presentation can be in analogue (e.g. large posters, hard copy brochures to class members) 

or digital (e.g. PowerPoint presentation) form.
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Title:   MILKY WAY & GALAXIES 

Outcomes:  EARTH & BEYOND L3

   Understands changes and patterns in different environments and   

   space, and relates them to resource use.

Duration:  70 min

Background material

The Greeks referred to it as ‘Galaxias kuklos (Milky Band), the Romans, Via Lactea (Road of Milk) 

and we call it the ‘Milky Way’.  All cultures have recorded the diffuse band of light across the 

night sky but none until now have understood this awesome structure. The Milky Way is a galaxy 

one of billions of galaxies in the universe of various shape, size and age.  

In this lesson, students will understand the structure of the Milky Way; classify galaxies using 

images, and gain a sense of scale of the universe beyond our galaxy.

GLOSSARY

  Central bulge - huge collection of generally, small red old stars    

       surrounding the centre of a spiral galaxy.

  Elliptical galaxy- galaxy consisting of old stars with little if any star   

      formation occurring; ellipsoidal, but not spherical in   

      shape.

  Galactic disc - the plane in which the majority of stars, gas and dust of a  

      spiral galaxy is found.

  Galaxy  - a gravitationally bound assembly of stars, gas    

      and dust (also dark matter).

  Globular cluster- a tight, spherical assembly of old stars orbiting high   

      above & below a galaxy’s centre.

  Halo  - collection of relatively old stars orbiting far above and   

      below the centre of a spiral galaxy, not in the central   

      galaxy disc.

  Light year - distance light travels in a vacuum during one    

      Earth year (= 9.46 x 1015 m = 63 240 AU).

  Local Group - a gravitationally bound grouping of galaxies    

      within 10 millions light years of the Milky Way    

       which is a member.  A cluster of galaxies.

  Spiral galaxy - galaxy consisting of a bulge and surrounding disc.

  Supercluster - largest structure in the universe (up to 108 light    

       years); a collection of galaxy groups which are    

      gravitationally bound.

      We ‘belong’ to the Virgo Super cluster.    

Resources required:

  Teacher: Sheets VI, VII, VIII & IX.

    Internet access

  Students: Sheets I, II, III, IV & V

     Internet access or textbook.
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Lesson guide:   
  PART A – The Milky Way   30 min
  a) Ask class if anyone has seen the diffuse band of light seen in the night  

   sky and what they believe it to be.

  b) After some discussion distribute Sheets I & II, and direct students to  

   complete the sheets using Internet access or their textbook.

  c) Upon completion, discuss answers to check correctness.

  d) Show a dynamic 3D representation of the Milky Way at    

   http://sci2.esa.int/interactive/media/applets/3_1_1.htm

  

  PART B – Identifying Galaxy Types  20 min
  a) Distribute Sheet III to students, and outline procedure.

  b) Students perform exercise in small groups (recommend two 

   per group).

  d) Discuss results.  There should be an obvious grouping into shapes 

   of which there are three obvious categories (Spiral, Spiral-Barred, 

   Elliptical & Irregular) although “Lenticular” is also recognised.

  e) Display Hubble’s 1936 model for galaxy classifi cation (Sheet IV) and

    summarise characteristics of each galaxy type via a class discussion.

   Students to complete missing words on Sheet IV.

  PART C – Distribution of Galaxies  20 min
  This last section is to highlight the structure of the local galactic neighbourhood

  and beyond. The incomprehensible vastness of the observable universe should  

  be a key point in a discussion with the class.

  a) Sheet V is provided as a hard copy for students but you may wish to

   supplement this with a journey of the galactic universe at the Atlas of

   the Universe site beginning at the Milky Way:

   http://www.atlasoftheuniverse.com/galaxy.html .

  b) Note the limit of 14 billion light years is that of the observable universe

   – there is universe beyond that but we don’t know how much because

      light from that space cannot get to us due to the fi nite speed of light.

Related links:  Galaxies:
   http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Galaxies 
   

   Powers of Ten online movie

   http://micro.magnet.fsu.edu/primer/java/scienceopticsu/powersof10/

Extension ideas: Create a scale model of the Local Group of galaxies.
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RESOURCE SHEETS
I. STRUCTURE OF THE MILKY WAY

Find the following details about the Milky Way galaxy.

1. Number of stars in Milky Way   =  _____________________

2. How old is the Milky Way?    _____________________

3. What holds the galaxy together?   _____________________

NAME THE GALAXY ARMS:

1 is the ___________________ arm.

2 is the ___________________ arm

3 is the ___________________ arm

4 is the ___________________ arm

5 is the ___________________ arm

The Sun is located in the

 _______________ arm.

Show on the diagram the position of the 

Sun in this arm with an X.

COMPLETE THE MISSING DETAILS

A is ______________________

B = ______________________

C = ______________________

D are _____________________

E is ______________________

F is the thickness of the disc = __________

(Pictures courtesy STScI and NASA)
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Suppose the Milky Way extends as far 

as the circle on the map at left, and 

that the galaxy’s centre is at the Perth 

CBD.

Find out how far the Sun is from the 

centre of our galaxy and by using 

scale, indicate on the map a possible 

position for the Sun.

II. THE MILKY WAY – A MATTER OF PERSPECTIVE

           

Q: What is the nearest suburb?

 ___________________________________________________________________________

Looking SE on 1 June at 7:50 pm from Perth

The sky is of course dark but it is shown in the negative for better contrast.

The diagram on the left is from a planetarium program, and shows the diffuse band of light (grey) 

above the local horizon.  The picture on the right shows a superimposed image of the Milky Way.  

On both diagrams, label the two main components of the galaxy’s structure.

Q: What will the sky look like if you now face 180o away to the North West?  Why?

 ___________________________________________________________________________
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III. IDENTIFYING GALAXY TYPES
 TASK:  Place the pictures of galaxies into groups.

Courtesy of NOAO/AURA/NSF, Copyright WIYN Consortium, Inc., all rights reserved.
Courtesy of Trinity College Observatory AND Hubble Heritage Team, STScI/NASA

NGC 253 PGC 45279 M 83 M 49

M 64 NGC 5128 M 59 M 81

M 89 LMC M 99 M 51

M 74 M 32 M 31 NGC 4449

NGC 1300 NGC 1365 NGC 7742 NGC 4414
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IV. HUBBLES’ SCHEME FOR GALAXY CLASSIFICATION

Galaxies can be classifi ed by shape:

• An _____________ galaxy (E0 – E7) has an ellipsoidal form, with a fairly 

 _____________  distribution of stars. The number after the letter “E” gives the degree of

 _____________  and indicates only how the galaxy appears on the sky, not its true

 _____________. 

• A _____________ galaxy (Sa-d) has a central _________ and an outlying disc containing

 _____________ arms. The arms are centred around the bulge, and vary from tightly (Sa)  

 to very loosely (Sc and Sd) wound.

• A _________________ galaxy (SBa-d) has a similar sort of spiral structure to spiral

 galaxies, but instead of coming from the bulge, the arms project out from the ends of a

 “_____________” running through the bulge 

 Again, SBa to SBd refer to how “tightly wound” these arms are. 

• A _________________ galaxy (S0 and SB0) appears to have a disc-like structure with a  

 central spherical bulge, and does _________ show any _________ structure. 

• An ______________ galaxy (Irr) can be classifi ed two ways as type Irr-I, which shows

 spiral structure but is deformed in some way, or Irr-II for any other galaxy that does not

 fi t into another category. 

 NOTE: This is not an evolutionary sequence.

 (Diagram courtesy Wikipedia – the free encyclopaedia 

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hubble_classifi cation )
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V. THE STRUCTURE OF THE OBSERVABLE UNIVERSE

This is a journey in space from our galaxy into deep space.

Note: These diagrams do not mean to imply we are at the centre of the universe. 

(Diagrams courtesy of Richard Powell.)

MILKY WAY SATELLITE GALAXIES

LOCAL GROUPVIRGO SUPERCLUSTER

ONE BILLION LIGHT YEARS OF SPACE THE OBSERVABLE UNIVERSE – 14 BILLION 
LIGHT YEARS OF SPACE 
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VI. STRUCTURE OF THE MILKY WAY - Teacher’s copy

Find the following details about the Milky Way galaxy.

1. Number of stars in Milky Way         = 200 to 400 billion stars

2. How old is the Milky Way?   13.6 + 0.8 billion years 

      (one of the oldest galaxies)

3. What holds the galaxy together?  gravity

NAME THE GALAXY ARMS:

1 is the Crux and Scutum arm.

2 is the Norma and Cygnus arm

3 is the Perseus arm

4 is the Carina & Sagittarius arm

5 is the Orion arm

The Sun is located in the Orion arm.

Show on the diagram the position of 

the Sun in this arm with an X.

A
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COMPLETE THE MISSING DETAILS

A is the central bulge and halo

B ~ 100 000 light years

C ~ 27 000 light years

D are spiral arms

E is the galactic disc

F is the thickness of the disc ~ 3 000 ly
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VII. THE MIKLY WAY – A MATTER OF PERSPECTIVE    
– Teacher’s copy

Looking SE on 1 June at 7:50 pm from Perth

           
The sky is of course dark but it is shown in the negative for better contrast.

The diagram on the left is from a planetarium program, and shows the diffuse band of light (grey) 

above the local horizon.  The picture on the right shows a superimposed image of the Milky Way.  

On both diagrams, label the two main components of the galaxy’s structure.

Q: What will the sky look like if you now face 180o away to the North West?  Why?

 The sky will show a vertically oriented diffuse band but not as intense as the view above.

 The reason is that you are looking opposite the centre of the galaxy, but because we

 are still within it and not at its outer limit, some distant spiral arm stars (diffuse band) 

 will be seen.

Suppose the Milky Way extends as far 

as the circle on the map at left, and 

that the galaxy’s centre is at the Perth 

CBD.

Find out how far the Sun is from the 

centre of our galaxy and by using 

scale, indicate on the map a possible 

position for the Sun.

Q: What is the nearest suburb?

The Sun is thought to be 26 000 ly from the centre and the galaxy is about 50 000 ly in radius.  

Any suburb near or on the red circle.
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VIII. IDENTIFYING GALAXY TYPES  –  Teacher’s copy

Although there are several ways to classify the galaxy images, the best is based on shape.

Answers to galaxy classifi cation:

SPIRALS  - NGC 253, M83, M64, M81, M99, M51, M74, M31, NGC 1300,  

(75% of galaxies in universe) NGC 1365, NGC 7742, NGC 4414.

ELLIPTICALS  - M49. M59, M89, M32.

(20% in universe)

IRREGULARS  - PGC 45279, LMC, NGC 4449.

(5% in universe)

IX. HUBBLES’ SCHEME FOR GALAXY CLASSIFICATION 
 – Teacher’s copy

Galaxies can be classifi ed by shapes:

• An elliptical galaxy (E0 – E7) has an ellipsoidal form, with a fairly even distribution of 

stars. The number after the letter “E” gives the degree of roundness and indicates only 

how the galaxy appears on the sky, not its true geometry. 

• A spiral galaxy (Sa-d) has a central bulge and an outlying disc containing spiral arms. 

The arms are centred around the bulge, and vary from tightly (Sa) to very loosely (Sc and 

Sd) wound.

• A spiral-barred galaxy (SBa-d) has a similar sort of spiral structure to spiral galaxies, but 

instead of coming from the bulge, the arms project out from the ends of a “bar” running 

through the bulge. 

Again, SBa to SBd refer to how “tightly wound” these arms are. 

• A lenticular galaxy (S0 and SB0) appears to have a disc-like structure with a central 

spherical bulge, and does not show any spiral structure. 

• An irregular galaxy (Irr) can be classifi ed two ways, type Irr-I, which shows spiral 

structure but is deformed in some way, or Irr-II for any other galaxy that does not fi t into 

another category. 
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Title:   AN EXPANDING UNIVERSE

Outcomes:  EARTH & BEYOND L5

   Understands models and concepts that explain earth and space 

   systems and that resource use is related to the geological and

   environmental history of the earth and universe.

Duration:  80 min

Background material

The ultimate question of where did everything come from is being aggressively tackled by 

modern mathematical physics, and although it may not in principle be possible for science to 

explain why the universe is here, light may be shed on how it came about.

The story is as old as time itself but modern cosmological theory can be raced back to 1917 

with Albert Einstein’s fi nal publication of General Relativity Theory relating to the universe.

In this lesson, students will undertake a measurement activity that serves as an analogy for 

cosmic expansion, refl ect on Edwin Hubble’s (1889 - 1953) discovery of an expanding universe 

and fi nally undertake information research for a class discussion on the Big Bang theory as a 

worthy theory for the origin of the universe.

GLOSSARY

Big Bang   - a theory of how the universe began.

Cosmic microwave background radiation 

    - the remnant heat left over from the Big Bang.

Cosmological Principle  - matter in the universe is distributed evenly at all scales.

Dark energy   - a widespread, invisible form of energy that    

       exhibits a strong negative pressure in that it can    

         act against gravity.

Dark matter   - the unobserved matter inferred to exist to account   

      for observational discrepancies related to the    

      amount of gravity necessary to hold galaxies    

      together.

Hubble’s Law   - the red shift of light from galaxies is proportional    

      to their distance.

Light year   - distance light travels in a vacuum during one 

        Earth year (= 9.46 x 1015 m = 63 240 AU).

Red shift   - the phenomenon whereby visible light from a    

      moving object is shifted towards the red end of    

      the spectrum.

Resources required:

Teacher:  Sheets II (transparency) & IV.

Students:  Sheets I & III

   Internet access
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Lesson guide:   
  PART A – An Expanding Universe 40 min
  a) Distribute Sheet I, a measurement activity to be used as an analogy to  

   assist in understanding the signifi cance of Hubble’s measurements of  

   galactic red shifts.

  b) Students perform measurements.

  c) Students draw two line graphs to summarise the data.

  d) Display Edwin Hubble’s red shift data (Sheet II) & discuss signifi cance.

  e) Class to draw conclusion that the universe is expanding.

   Note: This does not mean galaxies are also expanding (nor students!) 

   as both are held together by much stronger forces.
  

  PART B – Origin of the Universe 40 min
  a) Distribute Sheet III to students, and outline procedure.

  b) Students access Internet to research terms and the concept of 

   “Big Bang”.

  c) Follow up with class discussion of the Big Bang theory.

Related links:  Hubble’s Law

   http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hubble’s_law 

   Big Bang

   http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big_bang 

Extension ideas: Read up:

   1. alternative theories for the nature of the universe.

   2. multi universes 
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RESOURCE SHEETS
I. THE CASE OF THE INFLATING BALLOON

Materials required (per group)

1. 1 x light-coloured rubber balloon

2. 2 x marker pens (different colours)

3. 1 x measuring tape, else some twine and a rule.

Diagram

Procedure

1.     Gently infl ate a rubber balloon to the stage where if it has any less air, it will “fl op over”.

2.     Use the marker pen to draw a ~3 mm dot half way down the side of the upright balloon.  

This will represent the Milky Way galaxy.

3.     Use another coloured marker pen to draw similar sized dots on the balloon as shown 

above and number the dots.

4.     Now measure and record the circumference of the balloon around its ‘equator’.

5.     Using the measuring tape, measure and record the distances from the Milky Way dot to 

the other dots representing other galaxies as shown above.

6.     Blow more air into the balloon until the circumference is 1.5 times larger than the original 

circumference.

7.     Repeat step 5.

8.     Infl ate the balloon so that its circumference is now twice that of the original.

9.     Repeat step 5.

10.   If possible, infl ate the balloon to 2.5 times the original circumference.

11.   Repeat step 5.

12.   Now repeat steps 4 to 11, but select the “Galaxy one” dot as your origin for all 

measurements.

13.   Record all circumference and distance measurements in the table provided.

Milky Way dot 

Galaxy ‘One’ 

Another galaxy 
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 Observations

 

Results & Analysis

1. Draw a graph where the vertical axis represents the distance from the Milky Way dot to 

another galaxy, and the horizontal axis represents the circumference of the balloon.

2.     For each of the galaxies, plot their distances from the Milky Way dot for different values of 

the balloon’s circumference (use a different colour for each of the galaxies).

3.     Now create another graph, but in this case, let the vertical axis represent the distance 

from “galaxy one” for which you gathered a second round of data.  The horizontal axis is 

as before.

4.     Again draw differently coloured lines (remember to include the Milky Way dot).

MILKY WAY as origin GALAXY ONE as origin 
Galaxy

No Balloon circumferences Balloon circumferences 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1.0 1.5 2.5 1.0 1.5 2.5
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Questions
1.  With the fi rst graph, do all the galaxies (dots!) appear to moving away from the 

 Milky Way?

 ___________________________________________________________________________

2.     a)   In the fi rst graph:

       How does the expansion between the Milky Way and the nearest galaxy (closest dot)

 compare with the expansion of the most distant galaxy (farthest dot)?

 ___________________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________

 

 b)  In the second graph:

          How does the expansion between “galaxy one” and the nearest galaxy (closest dot)

          compare with the expansion of the most distant galaxy (farthest dot)?

 ___________________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________

3. An observer is located in each galaxy – the Milky Way and Galaxy One.

 Assuming you can understand both observers, what difference (if any) would you expect  

 of their descriptions in the movement of neighbouring galaxies?

 ___________________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________

Conclusions

 ___________________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________
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II. EDWIN HUBBLE’S DATA FOR THE MOVEMENT OF GALAXIES

In 1929, Edwin Hubble, an American astronomer, publishes this graph that shows the velocities 

of galaxies increase as their distances from the Earth increase.

Galaxies are not moving away from each other at a constant velocity.

This implies the universe is expanding.

We believe the universe is expanding at the rate of “70 km/s/Mpc”.

This basically means that every million years the universe stretches by a factor of 0.007%.

This is about 7 times slower than Hubble’s original result.
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III. BEGINNING OF THE UNIVERSE – THE BIG BANG

TASK

You and members of your group need to research information about the Big Bang theory for a 

class discussion of the beginning of the universe.

To assist you, go to the recommended sites (although you can do your own web search) and 

write down information which you believe to be important for the discussion.

 
You need to fi nd:

1. What is the Big Bang theory?

2. What scientifi c evidence supports the theory?

3. Meanings of any scientifi c words you don’t understand to help you make sense   

 of the information.

Sites include:
 
http://map.gsfc.nasa.gov/m_uni.html 

http://www.allaboutscience.org/big-bang-theory.htm 

http://www.damtp.cam.ac.uk/user/gr/public/bb_pillars.html 

http://www.umich.edu/~gs265/bigbang.htm 

http://www.pbs.org/deepspace/timeline/index.html 
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IV. THE BIG BANG THEORY  –  Teacher information

A. THE BIG BANG THEORY PREDICTS:

1. an expanding universe.

2.     the creation & abundance of the simplest chemical elements (H, He, Li, Be)

3.     a microwave background radiation

B. EVIDENCE FOR THE BIG BANG

1.     Hubble’s discovery of ‘Cosmological Red Shift’, which implies expansion.

2.     the existence of the cosmic microwave background radiation.

C. THE BIG BANG THEORY DOES NOT PREDICT:

1. how large scale structures such as galaxies came to be, and 

2.     why the universe appears much the same in all directions.

WARNING!

Avoid the following common misconceptions about the Big Bang and expansion:

“The Big Bang did not occur at a single point in space as an “explosion.” It is better thought of 

as the simultaneous appearance of space everywhere in the universe. 

That region of space that is within our present horizon was indeed no bigger than a point in 

the past. 

Nevertheless, if all of space both inside and outside our horizon is infi nite now, it was 

born infi nite. 

If it is closed and fi nite, then it was born with zero volume and grew from that. In neither case is 

there a “centre of expansion” - a point from which the universe is expanding away from. In the 

ball analogy, the radius of the ball grows as the universe expands, but all points on the surface 

of the ball (the universe) recede from each other in an identical fashion. The interior of the ball 

should not be regarded as part of the universe in this analogy. 

By defi nition, the universe encompasses all of space and time as we know it, so it is beyond 

the realm of the Big Bang model to postulate what the universe is expanding into. In either the 

open or closed universe, the only “edge” to space-time occurs at the Big Bang (and perhaps 

its counterpart the Big Crunch), so it is not logically necessary (or sensible) to consider this 

question. 

It is beyond the realm of the Big Bang Model to say what gave rise to the Big Bang. There are 

a number of speculative theories about this topic, but none of them make realistically testable 

predictions as of yet.”       (Courtesy NASA)
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Title:   HISTORICAL ASTRONOMY – THE UNIVERSE

Duration:  80 min

Background material: n/a

GLOSSARY:  n/a
    

Resources required:

   Teacher: -

   Students: Sheet I

     Internet access

Lesson guide:   

In this activity, students search the internet for a historically important universe related topic, read 

it, summarise the main points and create a glossary of related scientifi c words.

a) State purpose of activity – essentially focus is on scientifi c communication within the  

 context of historically important astronomical ideas or individuals.

b) Distribute Sheet I to assist in outlining task required of each student.

 i) Select an astronomically important idea or historically signifi cant individuals.

  Some websites are listed.

  Students to search the Internet.

  Students may select a topic not listed if cleared by teacher.

 ii) Read articles and summarise most important points – use paragraphing.

 iii) List URLs with report.

 iv) Scan and list scientifi c words found in article.

 v) Create a glossary (scientifi c words & meanings).

c) Students set to access the Internet.

Report to be submitted by end of 80 mins.
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 I. HISTORICAL ASTRONOMY - THE UNIVERSE

SOURCES OF HISTORICAL ASTRONOMY NEWS

The Great Astronomers:  http://wspace.danask.com/

People in History of Astronomy:  http://www.geocities.com/CapeCanaveral/Launchpad/4515/

HISTORY.html

A Brief History of Astronomy: http://www.geocities.com/CapeCanaveral/1612/history.html

Astronomy throughout History: http://www.windows.ucar.edu/tour/link=/the_universe/uts/ast_

history.html

History of Astronomy Links: http://mem bers.aol.com/chopstcks/gca7sky/history/

UNIVERSE TOPICS FOR CONSIDERATION

1. Aristotelian Universe

2. Ptolematic Universe

3. Copernican Universe.

4. Aristarchus of Samos

5. Eratothenes of Cyrene

6. Hipparchus

7. Claudius Ptolemy

8. Aryabhata

9. Nicolaus Copernicus

10. Sir Isaac Newton

11. Annie Cannon

12.  Ejnar Hertzsprung and Henry Russell Norris

13. Henrietta Swan Leavitt

14. Sir Arthur Eddington

15. Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar

16. Albert Einstein

17. Edwin Hubble

18. Fred Hoyle

19. Penzias & Wilson

20. Alan Guth

21. HR Diagram

22. The Law of Universal Gravitation

23. Theories of Special and General Relativity

24. Big Bang Theory

25. Cosmic Infl ation Theory

26. Your choice – get OK from your teacher.
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Title:    CURIOUS ASTRONOMY

Duration:   80 min

Background material:  n/a

GLOSSARY:   n/a
    

Resources required:

   Teacher: n/a

   Students: Sheet I

     Internet access

Lesson guide:   

In this activity, students search the Internet for answers to FAQs about stars, galaxies and the 

larger structures of the universe.

This may serve as a refl ective lesson and placed at the end of a unit of study on the universe.

a) State purpose of activity – essentially focus is on scientifi c understanding through 

readings of scientifi c answers to FAQs about stars, galaxies and cosmology.

b) Distribute Sheet I to assist in outlining task required of each student.

i) Students to select six questions from list provided on Sheet I.

ii) Search for answers on the Internet.

iii) Answer questions with a listing of URLs used.

Report to be submitted by end of 80 mins.
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 I. CURIOUS ASTRONOMY QUESTIONS ABOUT THE UNIVERSE

FAQs ABOUT STARS, GALAXIES AND THE UNIVERSE
1. How many stars are there in our Galaxy (Milky Way)? 

2. How many stars can I see? 

3. Is it possible to count the stars? 

4. How many stars are born and die each day?

5. What is the largest star?

6. What will happen to life on Earth when the Sun becomes a red giant?

7. What is the observational difference between a star and a planet?

8. Can I buy a star?

9. Why aren’t there any green stars?

10. How do stars move in the Galaxy?

11. When the Sun converts mass to energy, do the orbits of the planets change?

12. Where are stars born?

13. What is the speed of gravity?

14. How do you measure the mass of a star?

15. What are black holes made of?

16. What happens to you if you fall in? 

17. Won’t it take forever for you to fall in? Won’t it take forever for the black hole to 

 even form?

18. Will you see the universe end? 

19. How does the gravity get out of the black hole?

20. Where is the nearest black hole?

21. Who came up with the name “black hole”?

22. How many known galaxies are there? 

23. What is the most distant known galaxy?

24. What is the largest galaxy? 

25. Where does the name “Milky Way” come from? 

26. Why is looking out the same as looking back in time?

27. What makes up most of the Universe?

28. Where did all the water in the universe come from?

29. What is the largest structure in the universe?

30. What is the mass of the Universe?

31. Why isn’t the sky bright at night if the universe has so many stars?

32. Did the speed of light change over the history of the universe?

33. Where did the matter in the universe come from?

34. How can we compare dark matter and dark energy?

35. How do we determine the age of the universe?

36. Can we look back far enough in time to see the Big Bang?

37. Have there been other Big Bangs before?

38. Can we fi nd the place where the Big Bang happened?

39. Could there have been multiple Big Bangs at different places in the universe? 
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40. When we look back to the Big Bang, why don’t we see the universe as a tiny speck 

 of matter?

41. What is dark matter?

42. What was there before the Big Bang and what is there outside of our universe?

43. Where did the Universe come from?

44. What is the shape of the universe?

45. What happens to spacetime inside a black hole?

46. What is a singularity?

47. How do we know if the universe will keep expanding forever? 

48. How could galaxies have gotten so far away in only 14 billion years?

49. Could the Universe have expanded faster than the speed of light at the Big Bang?

50. As the universe expands, why don’t galaxies get stretched out?

51. What is the universe expanding into?

52. Could our position in the universe affect our perceptions of the expansion?

53. How fast is the Universe expanding?

54. No matter how fast the universe is expanding, shouldn’t gravity eventually make it

 re-collapse? 

55. Is the universe expanding faster than the speed of light?

56. Is cosmic expansion happening on microscopic scales? 

57. How can the Universe expand faster than the speed of light during infl ation?

58. How do galaxies collide in an expanding universe?

59. How big is the universe?

60. Where, in relation to the entire universe, is the Milky Way located? 

61. Is the Earth at the centre of the Universe? 

62. What is at the end of the Universe? 

63. If the universe is 14 billion years old, how can it be larger than 14 billion light 

 years across?
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